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Download iCloudremoval toolIf this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may have to register
before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the
selection below. Your question should've been "Can I get a particular voltage from AC mains?" Can we get a 10V DC from 10V AC
mains? Can we get a 100V DC from 100V AC mains? Would the power curve be a straight line? Would it be a triangular curve? Also, will
the flyback diodes have enough current capacity to handle a 10kV spike? Yeah, it doesn't sound like a full-blown power supply. Someone
or some project with your batch would put together a circuit that would do that job. Or you could do it with a commercial inverter. But I'd
suggest taking the AC into a transformer. The simplest is a bi-wye but a ydc with the bi-wye and then a diode bridge at the secondary. Then
you'd have a 10 VDC supply. But this is getting into Big Boy stuff. I expect that Joe Blow will be much more enthused with the project if it
has multiple outputs instead of one. One of those flat-pack voltmeters, for example, would do nicely. Nope, that would be peak power out,
which is the same whether you have a power supply or a transformer or an engine starter. I'd be surprised if you could get any significant
power from one quarter-watt converter. By "significant" I meant 10 watts or more. The point of a power supply is to deliver large amounts
of power to loads. Once you have a power supply, there are other things you can do with it besides. I'm not trying to be difficult. Can I get
a 10V DC from 10V AC mains? No you can't. Why not? Because the 10V is the result of the AC/DC conversion process. The DC voltages
get smaller the higher the frequency. In your case, 10V could only come from 13.8V at 110Hz, which is well over your 10V peak speed.
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